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Things that Healthy, Vital, Growing Congregations Do Well
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ABOUT THE PRESENTERS
J. Russell Crabtree is the founder and director of Crows Feet Consulting.
He has worked in a number of capacities to strengthen individuals and organizations at
critical junctures of their lives. He has served in small, midsize, and large churches in New
York and Ohio. His unique mix of gifts led him to work with churches, regional agencies,
schools, public libraries, and nonprofit organizations. He is a gifted teacher, preacher,
writer, trainer and communicator and is in demand as a speaker across the country.
Michelle Snyder is the managing consultant of Crows Feet Consulting. With training in
theology, systems theory, and organizational intelligence, she brings a unique perspective
to her consulting work with regional associations, congregations, nonprofits, and clergy.
Michelle has co-authored the book Life, Death and Reinvention: The Gift of the Impossibly
Messed-Up Life and collaborated with Russ on his most recent book, Front Door Back Door.
When Michelle is not coaching and consulting, she does suicide prevention training for
faith communities and spends time at home in Pittsburgh with her husband and two
daughters.
Available Products and Services
SyncedTM – Strategic planning for congregations/regional associations
BridgeDesignTM - Advanced succession planning for congregations/regional associations
BridgeWalkTM - Succession management planning for congregations/regional associations
FreshLookTM – A coached discernment process for clergy pondering whether it is time to
move.
ConvergenceTM – A process for congregations/regional associations considering merger.
Flexibililty BootcampTM – A daylong training designed to help congregations understand
and develop missional flexibility.
Staff Development and Team Building
Clergy Coaching
Soul ShopTM – A one day training for church leaders designed to equip congregations to
deal with all the impacts of suicidal desperation.
For further information:
Crows Feet Consulting
105 Jenny Lind Drive
Hendersonville, NC 28791
Phone: (814-758-2056)
www.crowsfeetconsulting.com
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A HALF DOZEN HABITS
Our goals for you by the end of this session are
• Goal #1

You will be able to name and describe the six habits of healthy, vital,
growing congregations.

• Goal #2

You will be able to explain why vision is important for your church and
identify what would be a compelling, distinct picture of your future.

• Goal #3

You will be able to articulate the ways that adults learn that are different
from children and relate that to strategic learning.

• Goal #4

You will become familiar enough with gift-based ministry that you will
be able to take that approach back to your church.

• Goal #5

You will be able to explain why both internal (climate) and external
(impact) focus is important.

• Goal #6

You will understand the importance of missional flexibility and be able
to describe the various impacts of change.

• Goal #7

You will understand the meaning of “best practices” and determine your
next step in the utilization of resources.

• Goal #8

You will be given a script for confronting problematic behavior and also
for affirming leaders in your church.

In preparation for our time together, please take a moment to complete the
following tasks:
1.

Write your first name in block letters on a name tag large enough to be read at
20 cubits by a 68-year-old.

2.

Take a seat to make tables of no fewer than 4 and no more than 6 persons.

3.

Fill out your name and date on the front of this workbook.

4.

Complete the Notions exercise found on Page #4.

5.

Read through the goals for the training listed above on this page.

This training will last until 3:00 pm. We will do everything we can to make sure that you
are comfortable, including opportunities for you to stretch, get refreshments, and find
restrooms.
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Notions
T

F

1

When asked about ways to improve their work, members of
church boards list providing more opportunities for team
building as their first priority.

T

F

2

Having a clearly articulated vision has little practical effect on a
church.

T

F

3

In spite of their age differences, adults and children basically
learn in the same ways.

T

F

4

Churches that are growing today tend to be ones that are
making changes to meet the changing needs of their members.

T

F

5

The most important characteristic of healthy, vital
congregations is their friendly members.

T

F

6

Connectional denominations, (like Episcopal, Presbyterian, and
Lutheran) have the advantage of frequently sharing with one
another their best ideas.

T

F

7

In general, it is more important for a leader to affirm people
than it is for her to address behavior that is negatively affecting
the group.

T

F

8

Nearly all members in a typical church feel overworked.

T

F

9

Church boards that feel best about their work are focused on
meetings that begin and end on time.

T

F

10

On the whole, about 85% of leaders are clearly satisfied with
how things are going on their church board.

Your thoughts:
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Three Principles, Two Images, and a Riddle
1.
2.
3.

All truth is God’s truth
Ministry is replicable
Change is possible

1. A wine tasting
2. A clothes closet
What do a book, a parachute and a mind have in common?

Cultivate
leaders
Engage best
practices
Promote missional flexibility

Balance internal/external focus

Engage the whole person

Develop strategic learners

 Getting to know you…

Why listening is important:

F

•

A

•

C

•

T

•

?

Biblically – listen more than you speak
“He who has ears to hear, ________________”
Listening is the foundational skill in any caring,
personal relationship
Listening for both facts and feelings cultivates
understanding and trust
Listening helps both individuals and groups
make better decisions.
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DEVELOP STRATEGIC LEARNERS
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
A MISSION is WHAT you do.
A VISION is WHERE you are going.
Three reasons you want to invest the time and energy to develop a VISION.
1. Developing and achieving a vision is key to members #1 PRIORITY:
2. Initiate a planning process to clarify VISION and direction is the #1 PRIORITY of
board members.
3. A vision inoculates against a “just going through the motions” attitude.
4. A vision unifies members around a shared goal.
Characteristics of a VISION STATEMENT:
Brief
Memorable
Compelling
Distinctive
There are different ways to STAND OUT.
•
•
•
•

Distinct qualitative impact
Distinct target audience
Distinct scope
Distinct visibility

•
•
•
•

Distinct methodology
Distinct community
Distinct national scale
Distinct outcome

How will your church be compellingly distinctive in the next 3 to 5 years?
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TRADITIONAL EDUCATION VS. WHAT WORKS
PEDAGOGY

ANDROGOGY

• Teacher-centered

• Learner-centered

• Hard

• Soft

• Comprehension of content

• Acquisition of content

• Content

• Process

• Subject-oriented

• Task-oriented

The What (content)

The How (process)

Overcoming Stereotypes
High School

High Impact

Teach

Train

Students

Colleagues

Class

Session

Theoretical

Practical

“Me” Focus

“You” focus

Three Good Rules to Break
“No talking’

“No cheating”

“Stay in the lines’
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HOW TO CONNECT WITH ADULT LEARNERS
Adult learning principle #1:
Participation creates an opportunity for people to take part in their own learning
experience, which translates first into learning, but ultimately into greater support
for what you are trying to accomplish. Just as important, activities give people a
chance to succeed at something from time to time during the learning process.

Adult learning principle #2:
This is one of the major differences between adult learners and school children. We
can make assumptions about young people because of their limited, and usually
common, experience level. Adults, on the other hand, have wide and various
experience levels, and activities allow for expression of individuality while
providing a common denominator.

Adult learning principle #3:
This is where issues such as trainer credibility, control, learners’ normal fear of
failure, and embarrassment come into play. Learners have to trust you and
understand that you’re in control of things before they’ll relax and learn. People
who feel threatened will either shut down altogether or, worse, try to retaliate;
you’ll be miserable and they’ll be miserable. Who needs it?

Adult learning principle #4:
Your turn:

“Knock-knock.”
“____________ ____________?”

On a macro level, activities and games set up experiences with familiar constructs
that allow learners to bridge the gap between the known and the unknown. On a
micro level, learners will soon become comfortable with applying their individual
skills and resourcefulness to solving problems in practice activities so that they can
do so successfully in the “real world” environment of their lives.
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STRATEGIC VS. TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO ADULT
FORMATION

VISION
Core Two
Core Three

VISION

Core One

Core Four

Make the most of the time…
•
•
•

Competencies that align with the vision
Equip for multiple arenas
Resonant with individual goals

Three things every member needs to be able to do:
1.
2.
3.

FOR MORE:
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ENGAGE THE WHOLE PERSON
Write your name:
Write your name:
Gift-based vs. Role-based ministry
Loss of quality
Loss of time
Loss of satisfaction/fulfillment
Opportunity loss (all the things you could have been doing with your “gifted” hand)

Principles
•
•
•

All God’s people are called to ministry
All God’s people are gifted for ministry (RC12E4)
All gifts are important to the Body of Christ

How Are We Doing?
% Who Clearly Agree
Your Estimate Survey Says

±15%



Our congregation does a good job helping
everyone understand they are called to ministry.
Our congregation prepares people for ministry
by helping them discover their gifts.

Unemployed

Underemployed

Given up

Have something to give the May be serving the church Those leaving the church
church but don’t know but in a way that does not have something to give but
how to give it.
tap their capacity.
don’t know how to give it.
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SO WHAT? WHY DEVELOPING GIFT-BASED MINISTRY MATTERS
•

Identifying and building on strengths is the #1 FACTOR for healthy boards

•

Identifying gifts is a MAJOR FACTOR in creating healthy congregations

•

Identifying gifts is a SIGNIFICANT FACTOR in frequency of attendance.

•

Identifying gifts is GOOD STEWARDSHIP of human resources.

•

Identifying gifts brings the best of the church to its ministries.

•

Identifying gifts breaks the BURNOUT CONTAGION fever.

•

Identifying gifts helps members in OTHER ASPECTS of their lives, family,
friendships, and vocational discernment.

NAMING GIFTS LEVERAGES THEIR POWER
A nominative process using Scripture
What Ticks You Off?
An assessment process using various tools
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
Strengthsfinder
Enneagram
Network

shad·ow side
/ SHadō sīd/
noun
The aspects of a personality that result from pushing a gift to an extreme or using it in
situations that are inappropriate.

•
•
•
•

Every gift has a shadow side.
Many problematic behaviors are an expression of the shadow side of a gift.
It is easier to address a problematic behavior as the flip side of a gift.
Shadow sides offer us opportunities to grow.
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SOLVING THE RECRUITMENT PROBLEM
MEMBER DEVELOPMENT TEAM
• Connects people to ministry based on their gifts
OR
• Builds ministry around people based on their gifts
• Moves from recruitment model to feeder stream model
• Starts with new members and early adopters
• Moves to an annual member interview
• Accepts role requirements of small churches

AN AUTO-BIOGRAPHICAL GIFT ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Think of a significant achievement in your life that you found particularly satisfying. (Summarize in
one sentence.)

What got you involved in the first place? (Summarize in one sentence.)

How did you begin?

What did you have to do very well in order to be successful? (List up to six things.)
1.
4.
2.

5.

3.

6.

What was your relationship to others in this achievement?
Sole contributor
Collaborator

What did you find particularly satisfying about this achievement?

FOR MORE:
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Leader

MORNING INVENTORY
Directions: The following contains a series of general statements about vision, adult
learning, spiritual gifts, and gift-based ministry. Please indicate which are true (T) and
which are false (F).
_____

1.

This training is designed to give you a “taste” of more extensive trainings that
you and other leaders may find beneficial.

_____

2.

A vision is a picture of a preferred future.

_____

3.

Board members are generally not interested in planning for the future.

_____

4.

It is important for a vision to articulate what makes the church distinctive
compared with other faith communities.

_____

5.

Adult learners have had a greater variety of experiences than children.

_____

6.

Adult learners are often issue- (or problem-) centered rather than subjectcentered.

_____

7.

A vision is achieved primarily through the pastor’s communication rather
than through the adult education program.

_____

8.

When it comes to personal relationships, the ability to speak clearly and
confidently is most important to success.

_____

9.

In a typical Episcopal church, about 30% of the members generally agree they
have something to give the church but don’t know how to give it. For those
leaving the church, that number is 50%.

_____

10. Leaders indicate that the most important factor in having a positive
leadership experience is identifying and building on their strengths.

_____

11. In a typical Episcopal church, about 32% of members believe the church
helps members identify their gifts.

_____

12. There is only one way of helping people identify their gifts.

_____

13. Your “pet peeves” may provide clues to gifts you have but others do not.

_____

14. Every gift has a shadow side that results from pushing a gift to an extreme or
using it in situations that are inappropriate.

_____

15. Episcopal churches affirm “the ministry of the baptized.” As a result, about
75% of the members in a typical Episcopal church understand that everyone
is called to some form of ministry.
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BALANCING INTERNAL/EXTERNAL FOCUS
INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

(Climate)

(Impact)

How the ground beneath us has shifted

CHRISTENDOM
•

Denominational loyalty

POST-CHRISTENDOM
• Local/network loyalty

• Competition for members

• Competition for adherents

• Ritual

• Experiences

• Roots

• Fruits

• Maintenance

• Impact

• Pedigree

• Conversion

• Program

• Movement

• Majority thinking

• Critical mass thinking

The Institution

The Climate

cli·mate
ˈklīmit/
noun
The quality of experiences that people share in a congregation.
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One quality, many benefits…
•
•
•
•
•

A positive climate is Biblical
A positive climate fosters growth
A positive climate offers a variety of missional options
A positive climate builds resilience
A positive climate is more attractive to clergy candidates

Climate is more critical to the mission of a church than programs, projects,
positions or personal abilities.
Climate MAP (Member Attitudinal Pattern)

Estimate where you believe your church is on this Climate MAP and mark
with an “X”.
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ex·ter·nal fo·cus
/ikˈstərnl ˈfōkəs/
noun
To include the perspectives, experiences, and aspirations of those outside the membership
as an important resource for realizing the vision of the church.

Reasons to move from the Great Submission to the Great Commission
•
•
•
•

Reaching new people (the #1 PRIORITY of members)
Increased resources for mission (people and money)
Positive community impact
Healthier, stronger members

Hospitality – making mental, emotional, and physical space for the stranger
•
•
•

Facility audit
Styles vs core traditions
Friendliness vs befriending

Things a friendly person might say…
Things a befriending person might say…

Messaging – communicating information in a way that connects with people you
want to reach.

- report being “very happy”
- have a longer life
- have a lower risk of depression and suicide
- be more resilient
- be more faithful in relationships

- have happier children and be more satisfied with their family life
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Keep the faith

A 2016 article of Psychology Today reports that people with religious
practices are more likely to

Messaging: Telling faith stories…
Tell about a time when God became real to you:

Media/Apps
Promises: What do we promise those who join us?

Advertising: Where do people gather that you want to reach? What do they read?

Finding the “Mount” in the Sermon on the
“Also” places to worship





School auditorium or gym
Athletic field
Movie theater
Mall






Public library
Park
Synagogue or Mosque
Hospital






Fire department
Police department
City Hall
Divorce court

“Also” places for meetings





Restaurant/bar
Coffee shop
Hospital waiting areas
Public library

FOR MORE:
Ask about this
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PROMOTE MISSIONAL FLEXIBILITY

mis·sion·al flex·i·bil·i·ty
/ˈmiSHənl fleksəˈbilədē/
noun
The ability to make the changes required to realize a vision without having to invest an
inordinate amount of energy in managing conflict.

Matthew 9: 14-17
Then the disciples of John came to him, saying, ‘Why do we and the Pharisees fast often,* but your
disciples do not fast?’ And Jesus said to them, ‘The wedding-guests cannot mourn as long as the
bridegroom is with them, can they? The days will come when the bridegroom is taken away from
them, and then they will fast. No one sews a piece of unshrunk cloth on an old cloak, for the patch
pulls away from the cloak, and a worse tear is made. Neither is new wine put into old wineskins;
otherwise, the skins burst, and the wine is spilled, and the skins are destroyed; but new wine is put
into fresh wineskins, and so both are preserved.
1. A first person at the table reads the passage aloud as others listen for the word or phrase that
stands out to them—the word or phrase that is “for” them.
2. Go around the circle. Each person shares his or her word or phrase aloud (anyone can
pass).

.

3. A second person at the table reads the passage aloud as each person listens for what the
passage is saying to him or her.
4. Go around the circle. Each person shares: What does the passage seem to be saying to
you? (anyone can pass)
5. A third person at the table reads the passage aloud as each person listens for what the
passage is saying about renewal and change in his or her congregation.
6. Going around the circle, each person shares: What does this passage say about renewal and
change in my congregation? (anyone can pass)
7. End with all praying the following prayer:

Eternal God of unchanging power and light: Look with mercy on your whole church. Bring to
completion your saving work that the whole world may see the fallen lifted up, the old made new,
and all things brought to perfection by him through whom all things were made, your Son Jesus
Christ our Lord. Amen.
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Why is missional flexibility essential?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports the #1 PRIORITY of members: reaching new people.
Encourages creativity through NO-FAULT experimentation.
Learns through mistakes.
Prevents CATCH 22 leader burnout.
Lets go of approaches that worked FOR A SEASON.
Facilitates smoother pastoral transitions.
Capitalizes on short term opportunities.
Culture eats strategy for breakfast.

Culture MAP (Member Attitudinal Pattern)
Magi

Paraclete

Performance

Hearth & Home

Estimate where you believe your church is on this Culture MAP and mark
with an “X”.
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Change for a dollar? Not quite that cheap…or easy.
Change Principle #1:
Since change means doing something that we have not done before, we are not going to feel
skilled at it. It is natural that we will feel some degree of awkwardness about it at first.
Sometimes we try to avoid this awkward stage by intellectualizing change: reading about
it, discussing it, or making small changes in language that skirt around the edges. Real
change requires practicing a different behavior and pushing through the awkward stage.

Change Principle #2:
There is no growth without change and there is no change without loss. The feelings
associated with loss - sadness, disorientation, and even frustration - are normal. Life is a
journey which means that we are constantly saying goodbye and hello. We need to make
the effort to focus on the benefits of change as well as the losses. Our faith teaches us that
nothing is ever finally lost; all is held within God for eternity.

Change Principle #3:
People tend to have two reactions when confronted with the discomfort of change. The
first is to tough it out alone. The second is to find others who share their complaint. A third
option is to reach out to others to give and receive support, share ideas, and pray for one
another. Research shows that when people going through a difficult experience connect to
one another, their pain level is decreased.

Change Principle #4:
People can only handle so much change at one time without feeling overwhelmed and even
opting out. Usually it is important to introduce change in stages. It is also important for
leaders to be just as clear about what is NOT changing. When people become anxious that
nothing is stable, they become resistant and stop changing.

Change principle #5:
People tend to think of the resources available for change in fixed categories that they have
used before. They may not see the new resources that change might open up. Or they might
think in terms of dividing up a fixed pie rather than consider how change might expand the
pie. Leader may need to help members think “out of the box” in order to reduce anxiety
levels.

Change principle #6:
There is a natural tendency to revert to old ways, especially when people are tired, stressed
or nostalgic. Giving grace and opportunities to recommit are important.
FOR MORE:
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ENGAGE BEST PRACTICES

best prac·tices
/best praktəs/
noun
Ministry approaches that are discovered through experience to be most effective or
preferred in a particular context.

Everyone you will ever meet knows something you don’t.
THERE ARE EPISCOPAL CHURCHES THAT HAVE LEARNED HOW TO DEVELOP…
• Transformative internal climates (small and large churches)
• Unusually high levels of missional flexibility
• Effective processes of gift identification and ministry of the baptized
• Consistently growing average worship attendance
• Productive approaches to resolving conflict
• Innovative, vital worship experiences
• Creative solutions to problems and ways to capitalize on opportunities

THE OFFER

THE NEED

46% generally agree
they have something
to give the Diocese
but don’t know how
to give it.

Top priorities of the
Diocese: help
struggling churches,
rethink how to be
vital churches.

Phil 4:9: “What you have learned and received and heard and seen in me—practice
these things, and the God of peace will be with you.”
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How to unleash the diffusion of organizational learning among churches:
Step #1

Create a vision for replication

Step #2

Remove or reduce barriers
Structural (replication is tradition turned on its side)
Psychological
Cultural (bias against fruitfulness, lack of transparency)

Step #3

Utilize assessment methods that identify best practices

Step #4

Develop systems of communication that routinize sharing

A Networked vs. Hierarchical Learning System

St. James
St.
Margaret

St. Alban

St.. Philip

St.
Matthew

St. Paul

St. Mark

St.
Bridget

St.
Stephen

St. John

St.
Barnabas

What are we learning?

FOR MORE:
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Learning
Surface

Christ
Church

Trinity
St.
Andrew

RECRUIT, DEVELOP, AND RETAIN EFFECTIVE LEADERS
Our starting point
•
•
•

Leaders are key to healthy, vital, growing congregations
Clergy and lay leaders are struggling with their ministries
Change is possible!

Assumptions
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership is both gift to be discovered and skill to be developed.
It is easier to build a leader than it is to fix a leader.
The best recruiters of new leaders are energized, enthusiastic leaders.
Leaders needs to be both appreciated (for who they are) and celebrated (for what
they accomplish).
You CANNOT motivate an adult. You CAN tap into their individual needs.

More than a body in a chair: What’s important to you at this stage of your
life? (Check all that apply up to five.)
 Fulfill spiritual calling

 Make a contribution

 Make friends/be a friend

 Be part of a team

 Broaden life experience

 Grow spiritually

 Learn some new skills

 Support the pastor

 Discern my vocation

 Grow as a person

 Discover my gifts

 Achieve something
meaningful

 Impact the larger
community/world

 Strengthen
marriage/family

 Retire well

 Grow professionally

 Find ways to use my gifts

 Find a life partner

 Find healing in an
aspect of my life

 Live a healthy lifestyle

 Fresh start to life

 Have social connections

 ___________________________

Pick two or three areas listed above and brainstorm ways that leaders might creatively support
other leaders in those goals.
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What leaders need to feel positive about their work

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and build on their strengths
A clergy leader who offers clear direction and fresh, practical ideas on how to move
forward
Achieving meaningful goals
Meetings that are well-managed
Communication that keeps board members informed
A positive working relationship with one another
Spiritual formation of the board
Opportunities for leadership development

A-Team and B-Team Behavior
Have you ever walked into a meeting for the first time, seen who was there, and said to
yourself…
Steps to take:
1. Be proactive – List A-team behaviors and make
them the magnet.
2. Solicit honest input – “Is this my problem?”
3. Tie effects of the B-Team behavior to the Team
4. Write it down
5. Be specific X is producing Y. Try Z.
5. Celebrate success
A Script
When you do ________________X__________________ , it results in _________________Y________________.
B Team Behavior

Undesired Consequence

Try _____________________Z____________________.
A Team Behavior

Example: When you talk so frequently in the group, it results in other people not sharing
their thoughts. Try only speaking once and then waiting for everyone else to have
their say before speaking a second time.
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Flattening the Hierarchy - A Leadership Assembly
Who are the leaders in your church?
 Board members
 Executive committees
 Team/committee
chairs
 Small group leaders








Small group leaders
Jr. High leaders
Sr. High leaders
Collegiate leaders
Lay pastors
Worship leaders

 Volunteer and paid
staff
 Community partners
 Lay pastors
 Men’s ministry leader
 Women’s ministry
leader

Purposes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Non-ecclesiastical body
Training
Communication
Celebration
Tactical planning
Support

Affirmation
When Jesus spoke again to the people, he said, "I am the light of the world. Whoever follows
me will never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life."
John 8:12

[Jesus said] You are the light of the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden.
John 5:14

Name ______________ , you are the light of the world. The light of Christ I see
_______________
in you is _______________________________, ________________________________, ________________________ .

Rule: When others are naming your light, you can only listen, not speak.

FOR MORE:
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AFTERNOON INVENTORY
Directions: The following contains a series of general statements about internal/
external focus, missional flexibility, best practices, and cultivating leadership. Please
indicate which are true (T) and which are false (F).
_____

1.

Promoting your church as the only Episcopal church in a 25 square mile area
is a good outreach strategy.

_____

2.

The way people experience a church today is more important than its
denominational affiliation.

_____

3.

If we just reach out to our community, everything else will take care of itself.

_____

4.

Finding the right programs is key to the success of any church.

_____

5.

We should not try moving various ministries of our church into different
community settings until we absolutely have to.

_____

6.

A church should consider partnering with community businesses and nonprofits as a way of expanding resources and meeting needs.

______

7.

Buying advertising on the “church page” of your community newspaper is
generally the best advertising approach.

______

8.

The primary key to reaching new people is developing friendly members.

______

9.

Research indicates that people who engage in spiritual practice tend to be
happier and more resilient.

______

10. Every congregation is the same when it comes to its openness to change.

______

11. Change feels awkward. If it doesn’t feel awkward, it probably isn’t change.

______

12. Once people make a change, they rarely find themselves falling back into old
patterns.

______

13. All Episcopal churches are in decline today. No one has any answers.

______

14. A properly motivated leader shouldn’t need to be thanked or celebrated for
their contributions.

______

15. The best way to deal with problematic behavior is to ignore it. Over time it
will simply go away.
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In the next 30 days, I will take these steps as a result of this training:

In the next 30 days, I will explore these resources:
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Notes
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